DOUBLE BRACKET MANUAL ROLLER SHADE

7” FASCIA

Installation Instructions
Before installing the clutch side bracket. Locate the chain guide and attach it to the bracket first. Make sure you thread the chain of the top roller shade inside the guide and install onto the clutch bracket as shown. Next, install clutch bracket onto window opening.

Note- Make sure the clutch is rotated 45° to ensure smooth functionality of the chain while being rotated through the guide.

Place the end plug into the bracket and mark the location for proper installation of the end plug bracket.

Top roller shade is installed.
Place the clutch side of the second shade into the bracket. Make sure the chain is pointing straight down, as to not interfere with the chain of the other shade. Then place the end plug into the end plug bracket.

The top of the fascia will attach to the top of the double bracket at the front.

Close fascia. Fascia will come with 2 bolts, nuts, and 4 washers. Insert each one into the holes at the bottom of the fascia, and line up with holes at the bottom of the bracket. Make sure you use all washers provided to ensure a tight fit and tighten securely.

If ordered, remove double faced tape off of matching color end plates and adhere to the side of the double bracket.

Double Bracket with 7” Fascia